
Abstract: The northeastern Lithuanian vocal sutartinës feature a great diversity in their

polyphonic structure: they vary in texture, modal structure, and rhythm. Since the pre-

vailing melodic style of sutartinës is mixed rather than homogeneous, it is probable that

these polyphonic songs originally evolved through the interaction of different folk mu-

sic styles. The vocal sutartines underwent a considerable melodic influence of instru-

mental music. The polyphonic polymodal sutartines have probably derived from the

process of playing the two daudytes rather than singing. In the historical sources of the

16th-19th centuries one may find quite references to the long wooden trumpets. Chroni-

cle by Maciej Stryjkowski (1582) gives a detailed description on what occasions these

instruments used to be played. The trumpets were used by warriors, played by peasants

during the funeral ceremonies and harvest home festivities.
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In the northeastern part of Lithuania there existed two related musical styles:

vocal sutartinës and instrumental sutartinës played on woodwind instru-
ments. Yet some of them were both sung and played. Performers used to mod-
ify these compositions with regard to the technical capabilities of voices and
instruments. Quite often singers imitated the way sutartinës were performed
on instruments and vice versa. Performers described this kind of imitation in
the following lines: “In the old days, while pulling flax, they used to sing
sutartinës as though they were playing” or “Women used to say: let’s sing a
sutartinë. And they sang – all four of them – as if they were playing.”1

Around 1,500 vocal sutartinës were written down in the late 19th – early
20th centuries. It was still possible to find singers who knew how to perform
this archaic type of polyphony at that time. The voices of those last singers
were recorded on shellac discs from 1935 to 1939. The number of recorded in-
strumental sutartinës for wind instruments (flutes, multipipe whistles), how-
ever, was significantly less. Still scantier is our present-day body of knowl-
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edge concerning the way sutartinës were blown on long wooden trumpets
called daudytës, no phonograph recording was ever made. Certainly daudytës

were almost extinct by the turn of the 20th century: it was no longer possible to
find a set of two instruments necessary to play sutartinës, even though some
old players managed to preserve a few of them. As the Lithuanian ethno-
musicologist Stasys Paliulis remarked in one of his articles dealing with Lith-
uanian instrumental folk music,

The musician Vasiliauskas (born in 1847) from Bakš�nai village had a single

daudytë, which he made by himself and kept under the brushwood pile so that it

could not get parched. At times he used to play some tune of sutartinë, but there was

no one to accompany him with another daudyt�.2
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Figure 1: Long wooden trumpet daudytë among other folk instruments

(Sabaliauskas 1916: 236)

2 Stasys Paliulis 1984. Daudyèiø poveikis sutartiniø muzikai [The impact of daudytës on the music of
sutartinës]. Muzika, vol. 4., p. 91.



It was Stasys Paliulis, who seized the last opportunity to reconstruct the

daudytës repertory from the memory of old singers and players. Drawing upon

their accounts, he attributed to the daudytës repertory roughly fifty sutartinës
(Paliulis, Stasys. 1959: 185–206). However, in the process of reconstruction,

Paliulis heeded not only the commentaries of the informants but also the

modal structure characteristic of instrumental sutartinës. Therefore it is actu-

ally possible to play them on daudytës because they do not exceed the range of

the natural harmonic series.

In the article “Daudyèiø poveikis sutartiniø muzikai” [The impact of

daudytës on the music of sutartinës), Paliulis described the interaction be-

tween vocal sutartinës and those played on wind instruments. All things con-

sidered, he came up with an unprecedented hypothesis concerning the origins

of polymodal tuning. In his opinion, vocal sutartinës may have adopted the

polymodal structure of instrumental ones. He grounded this claim by pointing

to the fact that every part in polymodal vocal sutartinës is made up of sounds

that belong to the natural harmonic series. Incidentally, the same scale can be

produced when blowing the daudytës. Paliulis stressed that polymodal

sutartinës existed in those areas where daudytës were continually practiced,

while in the regions where daudytës became obsolete and the interaction

between vocal and instrumental sutartinës was thus interrupted, polymodal

melodies became monomodal as typical of vocal sutartinës (Paliulis, Stasys.

1984: 87–95). Paliulis’ hypothesis is the only one suggesting the origins of

polymodality. Since it is based on immutable acoustic laws, it appears plausi-

ble even if it lacks ethnomusicological evidence.

A set of two daudytës usually consisted of two instruments of different

length. They were tuned so that the gaps in the scale of one instrument would

be filled with the sounds of another. Two different scales were joined as if by

interlacing them:

A combination of two daudytës tuned in seconds resulted in the following

tetrachords, pentachords and hexachords:
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Figure 2

Figure 3



These particular modes are characteristic of sutartinës played on daudytës.

To play a simplest form of sutartinë one had to blow at least two notes on each

daudytë, though normally two notes were played on one instrument and three

notes on another, for example (Figures 4–5):

The modal structure of instrumental sutartinës is a matter of special inter-

est: we hear a constant sounding of dissonant seconds (that’s why they are

called dissonant sutartinës), even though both voices proceed in consonant

thirds. Moreover, they contain rhythmic superimpositions. In other words,

rhythmic figures of two different parts complement each other in such a way

that every longer rhythmic value in one part as a rule is complemented with the

shorter values in another part, for example:

Although the whole body of sutartinës in question was recorded as songs,

there is no doubt that they could be played on daudytës as well. These compo-

sitions could have been either vocal or instrumental: in fact, rather more in-

strumental than vocal because every detail of musical expression indicates

and follows from the nature of wind instruments.

Scarce ethnomusicological data regarding the practice of woodwind in-

struments in Lithuania may be to a certain extent supplemented with the refer-

ences found in historical sources from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centu-
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Figure 4

Figure 5



ries. The Polish historiographer Stryjkowski, in his Kronika Polska, Litewska,

� módzka I Wszystkiej Rusi Macieja Stryjkowskiego [The chronicle of Poland,

Lithuania, Samogitia and All-Russia by Maciej Stryjkowski] published in

Königsberg in 1582, makes references to long wooden trumpets no less than

five times.3 In chapter four of the fourth book entitled O Starodawnych Cere-

moniach Ruskich, Polskich, �módzkich, Litewskich, Liflandskich i Prusskich

Obywatelów Balwochwalców [On Ancient Ceremonies of Russian, Polish,

Samogitian, Lithuanian, Lettish and Prussian Heathen People], Stryjkowski

mentions wooden trumpets in connection with the rites devoted to the deity

Ziemiennik: “both women and men blow long trumpets and sing as they stand

open-mouthed in front of each other”. Further references can be found in the

description of rites devoted to the deity Pergrubijus: “then they eat and drink,

sing and play on long trumpets all through the night”, and that of burial cus-

toms: “they play trumpets and sing as they bury their dead”.4 Depicting the

campaign of duke Erdvilas to Naugardukas in chapter ten of the sixth book,

Stryjkowski, once again, mentions trumpet players.5

Interesting enough, Stryjkowski even thinks the name of Lithuania to be a

derivative from the word designating this kind of trumpet. In chapter one of

the chronicle’s third book, he asserts that duke Kiernius, heard trumpets play

over the river Vilija and called this land in Latin ‘Littus tubae’, that is the bank

of trumpets. Common people, who knew no Latin, subsequently came to pro-

nounce this ‘Littus tubae’ as ‘Littuba’, and later as ‘Lituwa’.6 Some place in

his chronicle Stryjkowski adumbrated that he himself heard trumpets play

quite a few times and thus his description relies on actual observation.

Similar references may also be found in the 17th-century sources such as

M. Praetorius’ Deliciae Prussicae oder Preussische Schaubühne, finished in

1668, and T. Lepner’s Der Preusche Littauer, written in 1690. The 19th-cen-

tury collection Daynas �emaycziu (Samogitian songs) by Simonas Stane-

vièius, published in Vilnius in 1829, contains a rare example of sutartinë (the

first sutartinë, written down without the omission of the melody) (Figure 6).

This example was appended with the following remark:

This is one of the songs called sutartinës which lately went out of fashion and pur-

pose in Samogitia. […] These songs were accompanied either with trumpets or

long barrel-shaped wooden tubes, which used to be called the same as songs –
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3 Cited from the second edition: Stryjkowskij Maciej, 1846. Kronika Polska, Litewska, �módzka I
Wszystkiej Rusi Macieja Stryjkowskiego. Warszawa. “Tràby” (trumpets) p. 150, “tràby d³ugie” (long trum-
pets) p. 148, 149, “tràby d³ugie �modzkie” (long Samogitian trumpets) p. 253, “tràby dubasnyje albo
�modzkie” (oak or Samogitian trumpets) p. 85.

4 Kronika Polska, pp. 148–150.
5 Kronika Polska, p. 235.
6 Kronika Polska, p. 86.



sutartinës. Now these trumpets are disused and can be only remembered from the

old times.7

The melody of sutartinë from Stanevièius’ collection contains features

akin to trumpet intonations; hence it could have been played on daudytës.

Nevertheless it differs from the more recent examples in a way that it is conso-

nant (that is, not made of seconds) and monomodal (both sections of this mel-

ody are in the same mode).

As we have seen, there are quite a few references to trumpet playing in vari-

ous historical sources. On the other hand, if Paliulis was not to discover what

had been played on these instruments, we would have had all but the refer-

ences and no palpable example of music played on daudytës.

The old singers, whom Paliulis heard sing sutartinës in the early twentieth

century, used to say that once sutartinës were played on trumpets as well. Thus

it seemed as if singing was primary and playing was secondary as regards the

way to perform sutartinës. But the deeper Paliulis went into the details of

modal structure and the more heedful he was to the remarks of the surviving

performers, the less he seemed to uphold this view. Finally, he came up with an

idea that it could have been quite the opposite at the time daudytës were still

practiced: playing on trumpets might have been the original way to perform

sutartinës, while singing was simply a repetition of what was played.

Paliulis pointed out that modes of the sung sutartinës correspond with

those played on daudytës in the northern part of sutartinës area, in BirŸai re-

gion, with the longest traceable trumpet playing tradition. Sutartinës recorded
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Figure 6

7 Cited form the second edition: Stanevièius Simonas. 1954. Dainos �emaièiø [Samogitian Songs].
Vilnius, p. 125.



in BirŸai region may well corroborate his words: their parts are made of inter-

vals that belong to the natural harmonic series. For example:

Whereas in the southern part of the sutartinës area localized in the sur-

roundings of Ukmergë, where daudytës became extinct earlier than in the

north, singers often deviate from the intervals of the natural harmonic series.

Differently from daudytës, voices can intone intervals other than the thirds:

singers frequently replace a succession of thirds with that of seconds, soften

trumpet intonations with a variety of adjacent and passing tones. Sutartinës

extant in the southern area sound as if they were embellished or vocalized ver-

sions of the original sutartinës (Figures 8–9).

Heterophonic sutartinës are mostly encountered in the east of the

sutartinës area, the Zarasai region. The impact of daudytës on this type of

sutartinës is hardly traceable: a vocal nature informs the modal structure of

these melodies (Figure 10).

Thus one can conclude that vocal sutartinës, in the northern part of the

area, use exactly the same modes as instrumental sutartinës played on wooden

trumpets. In the southern part, they tend to deviate from instrumental modes,

while in the eastern part, the interaction between vocal and instrumental

sutartinës can be hardly traced (Paliulis, Stasys. 1984: 89–94).
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Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9: Daudytës scales. Assimilation of the scales



The most recent ethnomusicological body of research cannot but validate

Paliulis’ assumptions. According to the latest classification of sutartinës, pro-

pounded in the study Die litauischen Sutartinës. Eine Studie zur baltischen

Volksmusik by Martin Boiko, vocal sutartinës may be classified as hetero-

phonic, polyphonic monomodal and polyphonic polymodal.8 This classifica-

tion may be represented in the following scheme:

Polyphonic polymodal sutartinës, in which parts are made up of scales

without common tones, represent the most considerable and stylistically con-

sistent group. Sutartinës from this particular group are considered the stan-

dard. In Boiko’s words, their composition is perfectly balanced both vertically

and horizontally, whereas sutartinës from other groups are less finely com-

posed and lack consistency of style (Boiko, Martin. 1996: 110). Juxtaposition

of the melodies from the biggest group of vocal sutartinës – polyphonic

polymodal sutartinës – with those of sutartinës attributed to the daudytës rep-

ertory reveal that they have the same structure.

Looking at the maps appended to Boiko’s study, one may easily ascertain

the fact that polymodal vocal sutartinës, in which parts have no common
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Figure 10

Figure 11

8 Boiko, Martin. 1996. Die litauischen Sutartinës. Eine Studie zur baltischen Volksmusik. Dissertation.
Hamburg, pp. 90–101.



tones, existed in the same area as where they were played on wind instruments,

for example (Figure 12).

Obviously, this reinforces an assumption that polymodal structure in vocal

sutartinës was adopted from instrumental sutartinës.

Conclusion

Vocal sutartinës in northeastern Lithuania exhibit a great diversity in their

polyphonic structure. Since the melodic style of sutartinës is mixed rather

than homogeneous, it is probable that these polyphonic songs originally de-

rived from the interaction of different folk music styles. According to Lithua-

nian and Latvian ethnomusicologists, a good deal of polyphonic sutartinës

were composed by juxtaposing monophonic melodies. This was proved by

comparing the melodic structure of sutartinës with the monophonic melodies

from the adjacent regions. However, such characteristics of sutartinës as, for

instance, polymodality cannot be fully explained in regard to the development

of vocal melodies. This leads to an assumption that vocal sutartinës under-
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Figure 12: Spreading of polyphonic polymodal sutartinës made up of scales without

common tones (Boiko 1996: 381)



went a considerable melodic influence of instrumental music. From the au-

thor’s viewpoint, polymodal sutartin�s have probably derived from the pro-

cess of playing two daudytës of different length. The voices of these sutartinës

move along the scales, which do not have common tones. Historical sources

provide us with evidence that in recent centuries the tradition of performing

daudytës was highly significant. Thus it appears that the influence of instru-

mental music on the modal structure of vocal sutartin�s was much more con-

siderable than was generally thought.
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Figure 13: Areas of instrumental performance of sutartinës (Boiko 1996: 384)


